MEDITERRANEAN   CIVILIZATION   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS
as mercenary troops, in accordance with the system of the tercia,
but they slowly colonized the occupied country, attaching them-
selves to the soil like a people taking root. This explains why, in
406, when the Legions had been withdrawn, the Germans were
held up by the small military posts and castella of the Roman
frontier along the line Bavai-Courtrai-Boulogne and Bavai-
Tongres.1 They advanced very slowly towards the South, cap-
turing Tournai in 446. They were not a conquering army, but a
people on the move, who settled down on such fertile soil as was
available. And this means that they did not mingle with the Gallo-
Roman population, which gradually made way for them; and it
explains why they preserved their manners, their epic traditions,
and what one may call the Germanic spirit. They imported their
religion and their language and introduced new place-names.
Germanic names ending in ze(e)le, and inghem, derive from the
family names of the first colonists.
To the south of the territory which they completely submerged
they advanced by a process of gradual infiltration, thus creating a
zone of mixed population, corresponding more or less to Walloon
Belgium, the north of France, and Lorraine. Here many of the
place-names attest the presence of a Germanic population which
afterwards became Romanized.2 This infiltration reached as far as
the Seine.8
But on the whole, Germanization en masse had occurred only
where the German language was retained. "Romania" had dis-
appeared only in the latest conquests of Rome, along the outer
1 g. dbs marez, Le pfobleme de la colonisation frangue et du regime agraire dans
la Basse-Belgiaue, Brussels, 1926, p. 25,
*	Names in baix, stain (stein), etc. Cf. f. lot, De L'origine et de la signifies
' tion historique et Unguistique des noms de lieux envitte et encourt, romania,
vol. LIX (1933), pp. 199 et seq. See also m. bioch's observations in annales
D'mSTOUUB icONOMIQUE BT SOCIAIB,  1934, pp. 254-250, and J. VANN&IUS,
in the revue beige de phbloiogib et d'histoirb, vol. XIV, 1935, pp. 541 et seq.
G. kurth, in his Etudesfranques, vol. I, p. 262, finds hardly any Prankish names
in Touraine.
*	gameischbg, Romania Germanica, vol. I, 1934, p. 46: Das Land^wischen
Seine und Loire i$tfrankischer Kulturgebiet, aber nicht mehr Siedlmgsgebiet.
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